Learn Arabic with Rocket Arabic Level 1: 120 Hours of Online
Lessons to Speak and Understand Arabic Language Fast. Learning
Course App for Mac, PC, Android & iOS Review-2021

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO LEARN ARABIC FROM HOME (Egyptian Arabic): Get
conversational straight away by learning the most useful Arabic first. Then, truly master Arabic with
the most comprehensive Arabic course there is.
OVER 120 HOURS OF ARABIC LESSONS: You will get easy to follow Arabic audio lessons and
Arabic grammar lessons, which include Arabic flash cards, Arabic verbs, Arabic vocabulary and
more - all you need for your Arabic language learning.
ARABIC FOR BEGINNERS: You will learn to speak Arabic, have Arabic conversations, understand
spoken and Arabic writing using the Arabic alphabet - and have perfect Arabic pronunciation - no
matter what your previous Arabic learning experience may be.
GET INSTANT LIFETIME ONLINE ACCESS: After you order, weâ€™ll send you instructions for
accessing your Rocket Arabic course in an email (look out for a Buyer/Seller Message in your
Amazon Message Center).
PROVEN TO WORK: Join over 1.2 million people who are successfully learning Arabic with Rocket
Arabic. Use our Arabic learning app (iOS and Android) and get started now!Love your
language-learning journey
Our story
How we got our start?
Rocket Languages was founded in 2004 by 2 friends who saw that the methods of the time
werenâ€™t useful for learning a new language. We researched the factors holding people back,
talked to polyglots, hired linguistic experts, and came up with Rocket Spanish. Now we have
expanded to 12 languages.
What makes our product unique?
Our online courses give you everything you need to learn a language from home. You will get
conversational straight away by learning the most useful things first and then master your new
language with the most comprehensive online courses there are.
Why we love what we do?
At Rocket Languages our philosophy is to create the most effective online language learning
courses possible. This means, for example, that we are constantly researching new learning
methods and incorporating those methods into our courses. And course updates are free to all
users! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description,
sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

